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3. All general society business, requests     
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PRESIDENT’S  PAGE 

 

G’Day 

 

Our June meeting was again an active event with lots to swap and plenty of freebies on the 

table. The highlight was the celebration of our 45th anniversary. As mention in the past 

VBLCS News, 45 years is a long existence for any Society but credit should go to the 

Committee members past and current, the longstanding relationships developed by the 

foundation members with breweries and friendship provided and maintained by many 

members within Australia and overseas. I would like to thank Michael Bannenberg in 

designing our Hale & Stout 1972 – 2017 commemorative label and Thunder Road brewery 

through Phil Withers for his sponsorship of the bottled Stout. Proceeds will go to our 

Children’s Hospital raffle contribution. A copy of the label is enclosed for all members. 

 

As most are aware we correspond with our friends, Amici della Birra, in Italy. They too have 

similar foundations having been together for 35 years. Sadly, their President, Roberto 

Damiani, passed away on the 10th May. Ros and I were very fortunate to meet Roberto and 

his Committee in Turin [Nth Italy] for a tour of the city and lunch. He was a lovely guy and 

had a passionate Committee. Very similar to Australia, the craft brewing industry in Italy is 

booming. I have sent condolences to Roberto’s family and a card to Amici della Birra. When 

you meet a person within Australia or overseas that you have been corresponding with for 

many years it is a special occasion to say the least. That is what collecting and swapping is 

all about. VALE Roberto. 

 

Giuseppe Ferrero is their new President and I have indicated to Giuseppe that we will be in 

regular contact. 

 

To repeat comments from my last PP, as there have been no nominations to fill the VBLCS 

Committee positions I am pleased to advise, your Committee is happy to stand again for 

2017 / 2018. I would like to give David, Angus and Umit a special thank you for supporting 

me over the many years as President and the professional approach they have in running the 

activities. I would also like to thank Alan Richards, Phil Langley and Michael Bannenberg 

for the specific tasks they perform and help share the workload. Without their willingness to 

be involved we would not survive another 5 years to reach that major milestone. 

 

Reminder, check those bottle and craft beer specialty shops for can beer labels. Some cans 

are pre- printed while others are removable wrap around. These ones are easily removed but 

with care. 

 

Enjoy the variety and fun of label collecting. 

 

Until next time we meet. 

 

Cheers and best wishes 

 

Rob Greenaway. 



Our next meeting will be at the German Club Tivoli on the 11th June 2017 commencing at 

12.00, midday. Our formal Annual General Meeting will commence at 1.00pm followed by 

our standard meeting. 

 

An enjoyable meeting will be had by all plus a door prize will be given to a lucky attendee.  

People can arrive early and swap those hard to get labels and items of breweriana. The sell 

books and the free tray of labels are very actively sought. Why pay “eBay” prices when you 

can get them for next to nothing. 

 

ANNUAL  GENERAL  MEETING  2017  NOTES 

 

The Annual general Meeting was held at the Club Tivoli in Windsor on Sunday 11.06.2017 

and commenced at 1.00 pm. 

 

APOLOGIES 

Ross Smith, Alan Richards, Jack Wilks, Phill Langley and Gary McNair. 

 

MINUTES 

The minutes from the 2016 A.G.M. were read and there were no comments forthcoming. 

 

ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS 

As there were no nominations for committee there was no need for an election.  

The current committee have agreed to soldier on for another year. 

Consequently the committee is as follows: President - Rob Greenaway, Vice President and 

Secretary - Angus MacEwan, Treasurer - David Dobney and Editor - Umit Ugur. 

 

FINANCES 

The treasurer, David Dobney reported that we are in a sound financial position and we 

finished the year without having to dip into reserves. There is no need for an increase in fees 

at this time. The report was moved by David Dobney and seconded by Keith Deutsher. 

 

Keith Deutsher then moved a vote of thanks from the floor for the job that the committee 

and Michael Bannenberg had done throughout the year. 

 

The Annual General Meeting then closed at 1.18 pm. 

 

 

JUNE  2017  MEETING  NOTES 

 

APOLOGIES  

Apologies were as for the AGM. 

 

MINUTES 

The minutes from the April meeting were read and there were no comments. 

 

FINANCES 

The finances were as for the AGM. 



GENERAL BUSINESS 

- The V.B.L.C.S. anniversary brew has been bottled and is available from Rob Greenaway.   

The cost is $5.00 per 750 m/l bottle. 

- The voting for the V.B.L.C.S. label of the year has been collated and the winners are: 

The Alex Freer Boutique Brewery award was won by “Nail Beazle” beer 

The George Crompton Major Brewery award was won by James Squire “The Constable 

Copper Ale” beer. 

Congratulations go to those winners and their certificates will be presented at a later date. 

- Mike Bannenberg reports that there are several James Squire specials that are only 

available on line at the Malt Shovel shop. 

- Mike has also alerted members to the new Carlton Dry labels which the club may find hard 

to supply so it is suggested that members purchase their own supplies. 

 

RAFFLES 

The raffles were then drawn and the winners were: B 55 Rob Manser - B 48 Ross Mackie - 

C 67 Kieth Deutsher - E76 Ross Mackie - B46 Murray Wells and  C62 Norm Dodson. 

The lucky door prize was won by Bob Manser. 

 

The meeting then closed at 1.40 pm. with 20 members signing the attendance register. 

I look forward to touching base at the August Meeting. 

 

Cheers, 

Angus MacEwan. 

 

FERAL  SHOWCASES  LUPULIN  POWDER 

 

Finn Diesel will be the next beer to join Feral Brewing Co.’s limited 

Brewpub Series bottle release with the 6.6% abv India Pale Ale available 

in 330ml glass bottles from Tuesday 6th June, 2017. The Brewpub Series 

brings the crews favourite small batch release beers out of the Swan Valley 

and into hands all across Australia. 

 

A front and centre stage for the new-to-market hop product Lupulin 

Powder, Finn Diesel uses both Simcoe and Citra extracts throughout 

multiple stages of the brewing process to showcase the vast potential of the 

newly released substance in a large-scale brew. Introduced to market last 

year, Lupulin Powder is a purified concentration of the resin compounds 

and aromatic oils extracted from whole hop flowers and is found to 

provide intense flavours and aromatics without the astringency and 

vegetative qualities of the remaining cone material. 

 

Excessive late kettle hopping fuels Finn Diesel with assertive bitterness 

and a liberal dry hop delivers vibrant pine, citrus and floral perfume. Finn 

Diesel is a death trap from another time, passed over the pits, free to once 

again cruise the mean suburban streets. 

 

Source: Media Release 



FROM  THE  EDITOR 

 

Happy 45th Birthday VBLCS. What a great achievement and what a great label (on front 

cover) designed for the occasion by Michael Bannenberg. 

 

I’ll be going to Europe again for my annual summer holiday in Northern Hemisphere. 

Michael Bannenberg kindly offered to do the September 2017 issue of the Newsletter while 

I’m away, so please send your contributions to Michael. 

 

Thanks to Robert Greenaway, Angus MacEwan, Phil Langley and Wayne Robinson for their 

contribution to this issue of the Newsletter. 

 

Umit Ugur, June 2017 

 

 

AUSTRALIAN  BREWERY  ENTERS  US  CRAFT  BEER  MARKET 

 

The Saison D’Heretique from Australian Brewery is a delicate yet complex farmhouse ale, 

with its character taken from a blend of French and Belgian yeast, making it a classic, yet 

approachable brew. With some smooth but lively floral esters balanced with a refreshing 

finish, the Saison D’Heretique is an ode to the Australian craft beer movement. 

 

The hops profile is a unique amalgam of Australian, European and American heritage 

blends. There are some delicate grapefruit, lychee, apricot and melon notes accompanied by 

some undertones of white pepper and a hint of spice, which results in a subtle, smooth 

citrusy flavour. It also features moderate hop bitterness and laid-back malts including 

pilsner, rolled barley and rolled wheat. 

 

Brewed slowly, the Saison D’Heretique should be 

enjoyed in the same manner. Perfect for a sunny afternoon 

after a weekend adventure, washing down some slow 

cooked barbecue, the Saison D’Heretique is a laid back 

beer that suits a laid back drinker. 

 

The Australian Brewery has become a hero of the 

Australian craft beer movement and is renowned for 

producing tasty, crisp and refreshing brews to please all 

palates, without the use of additives or preservatives. 

 

Having just entered the American Craft Beer market, there has never been a better time for 

an iconically Aussie beer to make a splash abroad. Multi-award winning Australian Brewery 

beers are bringing a taste of Australian culture and flavours to American beer drinkers. 

 

Ask for a six pack of Australian Brewery’s Saison D’Heretique, Pale Ale and New World 

Pilsner at craft liquor stores, or a fresh pint on tap at craft beer establishments across the US. 

 

Price Guide: $13-$16 per 6 Pack 



THE  COMMITTEE  -  2017/2018 

 

 

Rob Greenaway - President 

 

Rob is a retired Industrial Chemist. He is the Secretary for the 

Institute of Brewing and Distilling Asia Pacific region. Rob has 

been a member of the VBLCS for 35 years and President since 

1996. He is the longest serving President of our society. Rob 

collects labels from Australia, UK / Royalty, Guinness, New 

Zealand and India. The range is related to his work experiences. His 

other passions include tasting beer (an International Beer Judge), 

fishing and cricket (umpire and player for years). Rob is keen to 

swap labels with like interested parties. 

 

 

Angus MacEwan – Vice President/Secretary 

 

Angus (71) is a retired wine & brewery employee. He has been the 

Secretary of VBLCS since 2000. He collects mainly Australian 

labels with an interest in New Zealand and English labels too. His 

other interests are golf and following Geelong Cats. He also likes 

travelling. 

 

 

 

 

David Dobney – Treasurer 

 

David (69) is a company director working in the packaging 

equipment and process engineering area for beverage, brewhouse, 

malting and grain handling industries. He has been a VBLCS 

member since 1995 and Treasurer since 2006. He collects labels 

from Australia, New Zealand, USA, Scandinavian countries 

particularly as well as most world countries. 

 

 

Umit Ugur – Editor 

 

Umit (71) is a retired Mechanical Engineer, BS, MS. He has been 

a member since 1997 and editor since 2006. He is the longest 

serving Editor of the VBLCS. He collects labels from Australia 

and some countries from Latin America, Africa, Asia and 

Oceania. His other interests are travelling and photography. 

 



WILDFLOWER’S  WILD  ALES  BREWED  WITH  NATIVE  YEAST 

 

The latest addition to the inner west of Sydney’s burgeoning craft brewery scene is 

Wildflower, which brews its ales using wild and native yeasts sourced only from New South 

Wales. 

 

And while the cellar door, located in a small laneway just behind the Grifter brewery, is 

slated to open in May, two of the beers (a Gold and Amber) are available online and in 

selected bottle shops from today. 

 

Wildflower is the brainchild of Topher Boehm, who moved to Sydney from the US to study 

astrophysics, but instead ended up brewing beer at Batch and later Flat Rock Brew Cafe in 

Naremburn. Boehm told Beer & Brewer that he has sourced most of his wild yeast directly 

from cuttings, or ‘wild captures’ he has taken from flowers, tree barks, sap, or fruit and fruit 

skins from around regional NSW. 

 

But like many, his initial foray into the brewing world came via home brewing, a hobby he 

enjoyed and shared with the brewers at Batch before they opened their space. 

 

“When they were about six months from opening I started working for them developing 

recipes, but also physically building the tasting room,” Boehm said. “After that it just rolled 

into a full time job and about 6-8 months into that I realised I probably wouldn’t be going 

back to do my PHD – I’d probably just keep brewing!” 

 

Boehm said he was initially drawn to the style of ale that he’s brewing at Wildflower due to 

its approachability. “My wife wasn’t drinking the big IPAs I was making but I’d go buy a 

Saison Dupont and she’d say ‘yes this is what I want’ – so I thought OK, maybe there’s 

more to this style than meets the eye. “It’s approachability for everyone, the high 

carbonation, the slightly more acidic flavours, and the nuances in the hops… that was the 

first thing that drove me to it, and then I just kind of fell down the rabbit hole.” 

 

In 2015, Boehm travelled around Europe, visiting ‘old world’ breweries in Belgium, France 

and England, before he returned to the US to ask brewers their about the process of brewing 

these older styles and the logistics of sourcing yeasts. 

 

From there, it was back to Batch for eight more months before Wildflower became a full-

time gig. 

 

After extensive testing of the local NSW wild yeast – in which he let the yeasts ferment and 

taste-tested them – Boehm said around one-in-five were palatable, in that they weren’t too 

acidic or strange in flavour; for example, one wild yeast strain, Brettanomyces can 

sometimes produce a “bandaidy” or plastic flavour. 

 

Blending the good yeasts together, he eventually created his own house culture: a blend of 

different wild yeasts and a Dupont strain, which he described as the “workhorse” of 

Wildflower. 



For now, Boehm brews the majority of his wort at Batch, before transporting it back to his 

nearby cellar where the house culture is added and it is left to age in the barrel. 

 

Wildflower has started with three beer offerings: a Gold, an 

Amber and a table beer (the latter which will only be available at 

the tasting bar once it opens). 

 

Different ages of each style (one barrel might be two weeks old, 

one three months, one five months, for example) are blended 

together in the aim of a rounded, nuanced flavour, before the beer 

is bottled where it undergoes secondary fermentation and 

carbonation. 

 

Boehm described the table beer as the simplest of the Wildflower 

beers, and therefore his favourite: at 3 percent it’s a very light, 

low hops, yeast driven beer that presents very clean despite a five-

to-six day ferment – “as simple as it gets when it comes to 

brewing.” 

 

The Gold and Amber are brewed using two different worts which 

are initially fermented in a wide, converted dairy vat, allowing for 

the yeasts to express their full flavour, that are then treated in 

barrel in exactly the same way. 

 

“The Gold ends up being a 5 percent, slightly more hoppy, golden 

beer and the Amber is a 6 percent, slightly more malty amber ale.” 

 

All three beers will be available at the cellar door once it opens, 

poured from the bottle into the appropriate glassware “at around eight degrees Celsius”; the 

Gold and Amber will also be officially launched at an event at Bitter Phew in Darlinghurst 

on May 6. 

 

Boehm also hopes that Wildflower will add further diversity to what is quickly becoming a 

hotspot for Australia’s craft brewery scene – “really the epicentre of brewing in Sydney for 

sure, if not Australia in my opinion.” 

 

“If someone is coming in from out west or interstate and they want to see some breweries, 

would they rather drive around all day or just catch a train to Newtown and start off at 

Young Henrys, then hit every place from there down to Sydenham?  

 

“All the breweries around here have slightly different focuses, mine being different again 

from theirs. Someone might not really want to be trying low alcohol, barrel aged beers at 

3pm when they want big, kickass IPAs – well Grifter and Batch are right around the corner 

so they can go there, which is awesome.” 

 

Source: Beer & Brewer, 20 April 2017 



ENDEAVOUR  LAUNCHES  FIRST  HOUSE-BREWED  BEER 
 

Endeavour Vintage Beer has released its first beer produced on-site at Endeavour Tap 

Rooms, its new brewpub in Sydney. 

 

The 2017 Argyle Strong Ale is the first vintage of what co-founder Ben Kooyman expects 

may become an annual release commemorating the company’s arrival at Argyle Street, The 

Rocks. 

 

“The Lord Nelson is a street back and we tip our hat to them, brewing in The Rocks for 30 

years, but this must be the first brew done on Argyle Street for a long, long time,” he told 

Australian Brews News. 

 

Created by Endeavour’s new head brewer John ‘JB’ Bogan, Kooyman said the 8.5 per cent 

ABV beer puts an Australian spin on an English Old Ale or Barleywine, with all-local malt 

and generous hopping using local variety Topaz. 

 

“Our first brew went quite smoothly for what JB wanted to do. It’s got a huge malt backbone 

but it’s elegant. It’s age worthy, we think it will last quite well,” he said. 

 

The momentous beer comes six years after Endeavour started up as a contract brewer. 

Kooyman said it signals a new era of experimentation for the company, with an XPA, porter, 

wheat beer and IPA already in the pipeline. 

 

“We’re all about trying different beers ourselves, so we’re just brewing what we’ve been 

inspired by,” he said. “I don’t think it will be something we always have on tap, but why not 

do ten kegs and we’ll see how it goes?” Kooyman said. 

 

“Our beers will always be balanced and elegant. We won’t do the biggest freakiest sour out 

there, nor will we do the hoppiest, punchiest IPA. 

 

“Now that we’ve got JB on board, he will certainly have free reign on a lot of the beers. But 

we’ll be brewing three times a week so I think he’ll probably need a bit of inspiration and 

input too. “Andy is still our founding brewer, so there’s always going to be that house style 

that he’s developed.” 

 

Kooyman said Endeavour Tap Rooms is already trading ahead of expectations and the recent 

opening of the brewery bar has added additional capacity. 

 

“We’ve been having big, big Fridays and Saturdays and the rest of the week is really nice 

and solid. The kitchen is cranking, we’re selling more food than we expected to,” he said. 

 

Just 500 bottles have been released of the 2017 Argyle Ale, which is also available on tap 

for a limited time at Endeavour Tap Rooms. 

 

Source: Australian Brews News, 4 April 2017 



GOOSE  ISLAND  HAS  LANDED  IN  AUSTRALIA 

 

Lovers of American craft beer can rejoice because Goose Island has landed on our shores 

and will be available in select venues as of Friday 21 April. 

 

Goose Island will launch in Australia with its newest release the Midway Session IPA, a 

4.1% sessionable IPA. 

 

Jared Jankoski, Goose Island’s Brewmaster, said: “Goose Island Midway IPA is a lighter 

bodied dry hopped beer that we would call a ‘session IPA’ in the US. It has a pleasant 

balancing malt character, low to moderate bitterness and a unique, bright tropical hop aroma 

derived primarily from Mosaic hops. The result is very refreshing and enjoyable beer with a 

great hop aroma.” 

 

To celebrate the landing, Goose Island will be putting on a ‘Hoppy Hour’ at 

select venues in Melbourne and Sydney where the Midway IPA will be 

available courtesy of Goose from 6pm until the kegs run out. 

 

The pioneering Chicago brewery is bringing its expertise and a range of its 

brands to Australia, with the local Aussie brewers working in close 

partnership with Chicago Goose Island brewers to bring the internationally 

renowned Goose IPA to Aussies. The six-time Great American Beer 

Festival medal winning beer will be arriving in the coming months. 

 

A launch of packaged bottles of Goose Island’s beers into the off-premise 

will also launch soon, Beer & Brewer will keep you updated as more 

information becomes available. 

 

Carlton & United Breweries (CUB) will be handling the distribution of 

Goose Island in Australia, but the local brewing of the beer will be 

overseen by the Chicago team to “ensure that it meets the high standard 

that the Goose team have set for themselves”. 

 

Jankoski continued: “Brewing locally gives a great freshness advantage, 

and with our ability to be directly and constantly involved with the brewing process we see 

this as the most ideal way to bring our beer to Australia. We have been involved every step 

of the way, giving direction on the brewing process and visiting the brewery to personally 

taste the beer for every trial.” 

 

Ken Stout, the President & General Manager of Goose Island, said they are very proud and 

excited to introduce Goose Island to the great beer lovers of Australia. 

 

“It’s also very flattering that interest in American craft beer is spreading around the world, 

and thrilling for Goose Island to be a part of the movement. Everyone at the Goose Island 

Beer Company is looking forward to making some new friends Down Under.” 

 

Source: Beer & Brewer, 20 April 2017 



HAWKE’S  BREWING  CO. 

 

Former Australian Prime Minister, Bob Hawke, will launch a new Australian beer brand, 

Hawke’s Brewing Co., with the first product, Hawke’s Lager, rolling out in a shortlist of 

iconic Sydney venues from April 6. Hawke’s Brewing Co. has entered into a partnership 

agreement with environmental not-for-profit, Landcare Australia, with a percentage of 

profits from the company’s beer sales helping to support rural initiatives around the country. 

 

“I hope the efforts of this company will not only bring good friends together over a cold beer 

but also help raise awareness of the great work done by Landcare”, said Mr Hawke. 

 

In 1989, Bob Hawke played a critical role in driving national support for Landcare, calling 

on all Australians to unite with government to tackle the crisis in natural resource 

conservation. And the ex-Prime Minister’s commitment to the environment is as strong as 

ever, with Mr Hawke not receiving any financial benefit from the company, having 

instructed that all monies be passed on as donations to Landcare. 

 

Landcare Australia CEO, Tessa Jakszewicz, said, “We’re 

delighted to form this partnership with Hawke’s Brewing 

Co. to help raise funds to support community groups 

working across the country to protect the health of our 

land. Mr Hawke played an important role in the 

establishment of Landcare nationally almost 30 years ago 

and it’s really great to see his continued support of the 

movement today.” 

 

The company’s first product, Hawke’s Lager, is brewed by 

Justin Fox, former head brewer at Colonial Brewing Co., 

with brew production operating out of Port Melbourne. All 

ingredients are 100 per cent Australian. 

 

Mr Fox said, “There’s never been a more exciting time for the beer industry in Australia, 

with so many local breweries offering beer drinkers a higher level of quality and choice. I’m 

excited to be a part of the Hawke’s Brewing Co. journey, as we work together to bring even 

more choice to the market, especially as we expand the range beyond the lager. I would have 

been satisfied just meeting Bob Hawke but to be brewing beer for him is a dream come 

true.” 

 

Hawke’s Brewing Co. is founded by Australians, Nathan Lennon and David Gibson, who 

were working as creative directors in a New York ad agency when they began discussing the 

idea behind the brand. 

 

“It was Australia Day, yet we were stuck in an office and it was -5 degrees outside. Beers in 

the sun with our mates was 16,000 km away and homesickness was setting in,” explains 

Lennon. 



“Dave and I were chatting about who, given the chance, we’d most like to have a beer with. 

We both said Bob Hawke. Our conversation drifted to what a beer brand with Bob Hawke 

might look like, which for us was all about recognising the kind-hearted, generous and 

community-centric values Mr Hawke embodies and then building a brand around that, and 

of course ensuring a great quality product was there to support the strength of that brand. 

 

Before we knew it, we were on a Qantas jumbo back to Sydney and drawing up a business 

plan with our National Sales Manager, Luke Langton, before the three of us were sitting in 

the former-PMs kitchen, sharing our vision for Hawke’s Brewing Co.” 

 

Mr Hawke loved the team’s proposal, particularly the brand ethos of “giving back”, and 

gave them his blessing. 

 

Lennon continues, “It’s now one year to the day since the three of us met Mr Hawke. And 

after a tonne of work, here we are. What started as a remote dream on the other side of the 

world is now a dream opportunity to run this really special beer brand in our beloved home 

country, with the one person we’d most like to have a beer with.” 

 

Hawke’s Lager is brewed with Aussie hops, Helga, Ella & Topaz. It has an IBU rating of 18 

and an ABV of 4.5%. Hawke’s Lager has a subtle citrus aroma, light bitterness and a gentle, 

dry finish.” 

 

Source: Australian Brews News, 6 April 2017 

 

GUINNESS  REMOVES  ISINGLASS  FROM  FILTRATION  PROCESS 

 

Guinness has removed fish guts from its filtration process after announcing the move in 

2015, The Irish Sun reported on May 1. 

 

For over 200 years, the stout was filtered using isinglass, a protein which comes from dried 

fish bladders. 

 

The change to the brewing process means that vegans can now enjoy a pint of the black 

stuff, guilt free. 

 

Guinness shared the following statement with PETA, who praised that news: 

 

“The first stage of the roll out of the new filtration system concentrated on Guinness Draught 

in kegs. 

 

“The brewery is delighted to confirm that this phase of the project is complete and all 

Guinness Draught produced in keg format at St. James’s Gate Brewery and served in pubs, 

bars and restaurants around the world, is brewed without using isinglass to filter the beer.” 

 

VBLCS – 45 Years Strong 



2017  AIBA  WINNERS  ANNOUNCED 

 

The results of the 2017 Australian International Beer Awards (AIBA) were announced with 

Victorian brewery White Rabbit taking out Champion Australian Beer for their White 

Rabbit White Ale (draught). 

 

Another big winner was California-based brewery Firestone Walker, who won Champion 

International Beer for their Feral One (packaged) – with which they also won Best 

Belgian/French Ale – as well as Best Pilsner for their Pivo Pils (packaged). 

 

In the trophies for the nineteen beer style categories, six were awarded to international 

breweries, six to Victorian breweries, five to New South Wales, two to Queensland and one 

to Western Australia. 

 

And for the first time, two trophies were awarded in design categories: WA’s Colonial 

Brewing Company took home Best Label/Surface Graphic for their Pale Ale, while 

Wayward Brewing Company won Best Outer Packaging for their Wayward Core Range. 

 

The AIBA is the largest annual beer competition in the world judging both draught and 

packaged beer, and celebrated 25 years this year – attracting a record number of entrants, 

with 1890 beers entered across the various categories. 

 

Close to 200 more entries were also received in the design and media categories. 

 

Full list of winners are: 

 

CHAMPION TROPHIES 

- Champion Australian Beer: White Rabbit Ale (Draught) – White Rabbit Brewery, VIC 

- Champion International Beer: Feral One – Firestone Walker Brewing Co. USA 

- Champion Large Australian Brewery: Stone & Wood Brewing Co., NSW 

- Champion Large International Brewery: DAGON Beverages Co., Myanmar 

- Champion Medium Australian Brewery: Balter Brewing Company, QLD 

- Champion Medium International Brewery: Pelican Brewing Co., USA 

- Champion Small Australian Brewery: Green Beacon Brewing Co., QLD 

- Champion Small International Brewery: Deep Creek Brewing Company, New Zealand 

- Garry Sheppard Memorial Trophy for Best New Exhibitor: Balter Brewing Co., QLD 

- Australian Gypsy Brewer Award presented by FB*PROPAK: Pact Beer Co, ACT 

 

MAJOR TROPHIES 

- Best Australian Style Lager: Storm Super Dry  – Aldi Stores (Minchinbury), NSW 

- Best European Style Lager: DAGON Extra Strong Beer (Draught) – DAGON Beverages  

  Co., Myanmar 

- Best International Lager: India Pale Lager (Draught) – Beer Farm, WA 

- Best Pilsner: Pivo Pils (Packaged) – Firestone Walker Brewing Co., USA 

- Best Amber / Dark Lagert: Velkopopovicky Kozel Dark (Packaged) – Plzensky Prazdroj  

  A.S., Czech Republic 

- Best Australian Style Pale Ale: Pay Day (Packaged) – 2 Brothers Brewery, Vic 



- Best New World-Style Pale Ale: Pale Ale (Draught) – Mountain Goat Beer, Vic 

- Best International Style Pale Ale: Balter XPA – Balter Brewing Company, QLD 

- Best British Style Ale: Jasper Ale (Draught) – Stone & Wood Brewing Co., NSW 

- Best European Style Ale: Sourpuss Raspberry Berliner Weisse (Packaged) – Wayward  

  Brewing Company, NSW 

- Best IPA: Pulped Fiction (Draught) – Mountain Goat Beer, Vic Best Amber / Dark Ale  

  Exit Amber (Packaged) – Exit Brewing, Vic 

- Best Porter: Malts Silent Knight Porter (Draught) – Modus Operandi Brewing Company,  

  NSW 

- Best Stout: Sligo Extra Stout (Draught) – Foghorn Brewhouse, NSW 

- Best Reduced / Low alcohol beer: Happiness (Draught) – 2 Brothers Brewery, Vic 

- Best Wheat Beer: White Rabbit White Ale (Draught) – White Rabbit Brewery, Vic 

- Best Belgian / French Ale: Feral One (Packaged) – Firestone Walker Brewing Co., USA 

- Best Scotch Ale / Barley Wine: SEAMASTER Imperial Ale (Packaged) – Bach Brewing,  

  NZ 

- Best Specialty Beer: Raspberry Stout (Packaged) – Hardywood Park Craft Brewery, USA 

 

DESIGN 

- Best Design – Label / Surface Graphic: Pale Ale – Colonial Brewing Company, WA 

- Best Design – Outer Packaging: Wayward Core Range – Wayward Brewing Company,  

  NSW 

 

MEDIA 

- Best Media: James Atkinson – Australian Brews News 

 

Source: Beer & Brewer, 19 May 2017 

 

 SMALL  BREWERS  SEAL  INDEPENDENCE 

 

Craft Beer Industry Association members have voted overwhelmingly in favour of removing 

large brewers from the membership of their trade body and renaming it the Independent 

Brewers Association. The Independent Brewers Association will come into effect on July 1, 

with membership prohibited for brewers that are more than 20 per cent owned by large 

brewers or other businesses that hold significant brewery holdings in Australia or overseas. 

 

The new stipulation excludes the Asahi-owned Mountain Goat from membership, along with 

Little Creatures and Malt Shovel, which resigned from the CBIA earlier this year in 

anticipation. 

 

Yenda brewer, Australian Beer Company, is also excluded as a result of its joint owner 

Coca-Cola Amatil’s interest in Paradise Beverages, which brews Fiji Bitter and other brands. 

 

With no barrier to membership for brewers owned by large private interests outside the beer 

industry, debate will no doubt continue over what constitutes ‘independence’. 

 

But the definition was never going to be perfect, Independent Brewers Association chair, 

Peta Fielding, told Brews News. 



 

“We had to accept there was going to be this messy area in the middle, that no matter where 

we put the line, there would be some that would fall one side of it and some would fall on 

the other,” she said. 

 

“Whether someone is owned or part-owned by private equity, or a very rich uncle who 

might have more money, that’s not really what it’s about. 

 

“It’s about their reach into the beer market and their ability to influence the market,” said 

Fielding. 

 

The cap excluding brewers with annual production exceeding 40 million litres has been 

retained, thereby excluding Coopers from becoming a member. 

 

No revenue shortfall 

The Independent Brewers Association recently agreed new partnership deals with Bintani, 

Kegstar and Cryermalt, executive officer Chris McNamara told Brews News. 

 

He said this has helped soften the impact on revenue resulting from the departure of the big 

brewers, which were some of the largest fee paying members. 

 

“That’s given us a certain level of financial certainty over the next three years. We’ve also 

seen significant growth in the income from the Craft Beer Awards and the Australian Craft 

Brewers Conference,” he said. 

 

Fielding and McNamara said they are also confident of signing additional members and 

supplier partners as a result of the changes. 

 

They have not however held any talks with ARCBA, the staunchly independent splinter 

group formed by several small brewers at around the same time as the CBIA. 

 

“In the past we’ve tried to communicate with them and there hasn’t been much in reply. We 

sort of hope now that they’ll join if their major issue was the membership of those large 

brewers,” McNamara said. 

 

More than 400 small brewers 

Fielding said there are now more than 400 small, independent brewing businesses in 

Australia, up from just 200 when the association began five years ago. 

 

“The industry directly employs more than 2100 people and generates an estimated $655 

million in economic output,” she said. 

 

“Our members face challenges in their businesses with issues such as taxation, market 

access and licensing that don’t align with those of larger global organisations,” Mrs Fielding 

said. “These changes allow us to narrow our focus on addressing the needs of the businesses 

that need it most.” 

 

Source: Australian Brews News, 18 May 2017 



CHAMPION  BREWER  ENTERS  AUSTRALIA 

 

Firestone Walker beers started arriving in Dan Murphy’s stores the very same week the 

Californian brewer won Champion International Beer at the AIBA. 

 

The top international trophy of the contest went to Feral One, an annual blend of hand-

selected, well-aged barrels from Firestone Walker’s Barrelworks Blending Centre. The prize 

capped off an impressive showing for Firestone Walker, also including Feral One’s trophy 

for Best Belgian / French Ale and the trophy for Best Pilsner, won by its Pivo Pils. 

 

“That beer’s won gold medals throughout the world, but never a 

championship trophy,” the brewery’s export director Adrian 

Walker said of Feral One. 

 

“It’s amazing, we were absolutely blown away. But from a 

commercial perspective, Pivo was a massive win for us.” 

 

The AIBA gongs coincided with the launch of Firestone Walker’s 

DBA British Pale Ale and Union Jack IPA in Melbourne Dan 

Murphy’s stores, with other states to follow imminently. 

 

Walker, brother of brewery co-founder David Walker, told Brews 

News these products will be followed by trophy winner Pivo and 

Easy Jack Session IPA in time for summer. 

 

Australians will also see an extremely limited quantity of the 

brewery’s Vintage and Barrelworks beers, such as Feral One. 

 

“We’re now allowing small batches out into my markets. I’m 

hoping to get 40 cases for the whole of Australia, that’s going to 

be maybe 200-odd bottles,” said Walker. 

 

Quashing grey imports 

He said no expense will be spared on shipping the beers, ensuring they spend only 17 days 

on the water and can actually be on sale within about 30 days. 

 

“We achieve it because we’re not afraid to spend the money to achieve it. It’s expensive to 

do,” said Walker. 

 

He said freshness of the beers is further assured by Dan Murphy’s commitment to range 

them only in the fridge. 

 

“We’ve been in Australia for about 12 years on the parallel import, grey market. 

 

“Another reason for us to come here is to protect that,” said Walker. 

 

Source: Australian Brews News, 31 May 2017 



TOOWOOMBA’S  FIRST  BREWERY  OPENS 

 

Founder Adrian Cubit told Beer & Brewer that the brewery would be kicking off with four 

different brews: a pale ale, a coffee porter, a smoked beer/Rauchbier, and a mango IPA. 

 

4 Brothers Brewing has been nearly two years in the making – “the front page of my 

business plan says ‘prepared June 2015’” – time Cubit spent working on his recipes while 

also sorting all of the logistics for opening a brewery. 

 

At the moment, they’re operating with a relatively small setup, and at full capacity should be 

producing around 16-20 kegs a week. 

 

The 4 Brothers business name follows into the names of the beers themselves, which are 

called Lazy Brother, Arrogant Brother, and Evil Brother respectively; the mango IPA, 

‘Bittersweet’, is the first of the brewery’s seasonal releases. 

 

When asked if the names of the beers reflect the personality traits of his three brothers – who 

are involved to various degrees in the business – Cubit said he’d leave that up to the 

imagination. 

 

In terms of future plans, Cubit already has expansion in mind. And while it wouldn’t be 

possible to expand into bottles or cans with his current capacity, he’s open to one day 

contract or gypsy brewing at some of Brisbane’s larger craft breweries – which are only an 

hour-and-a-half drive away. 

 

“That would work out pretty well if any of them have excess capacity – that would be the 

next thing I want to do and then eventually expanding our own facility up to ten times of the 

size of what we’ve got at the moment.” 

 

For now, 4 Brothers has got a few more seasonal releases in the works: a pumpkin spiced ale 

using local pumpkins from the nearby Lockyer Valley and a honey wheat beer. 

 

“We’ve just advertised not long ago for a brewer and we’ve already done some interviews, 

so once we get another brewer in they might have their own ideas for different beers as 

well,” Cubit said. 

 

Also, according to Cubit, the craft scene is only growing in Toowoomba, which has a 

population of around 120,000. 

 

“Two or three of the pubs here specialise in craft beer, and there’s a craft beer festival up 

here as well called Brewoomba which has been on for two years now.” 

 

4 Brothers Brewing officially opened its doors over the weekend, giving Toowoomba’s 

residents their first taste of the new brewery’s beers. 

 

Source: The Shout, 1 May 2017 



NEW  BREWERY  FOR  BRISBANE’S  SOUTH 

 

Slipstream Brewing Company in Yeerongpilly is the latest addition to Brisbane’s thriving 

beer scene. 

 

The brewery has been founded by Deale Stanley-Hunt, who has a background in the marine 

industry, and wife Elisa, who is a director of the business. 

 

Deale is a long-time craft beer enthusiast and home brewer, with his amateur brewing 

experience bolstered by the appointment in January of Ian Watson, formerly of Fortitude and 

Murray’s. 

 

“I didn’t want to try and tackle the brewing part of it myself, even though I’ve got the 

homebrewing experience. It’s not quite the same when you translate it to commercial,” 

Deale told Brews News. 

 

“Somebody has to run the business, so that’s my job in the operation.” 

 

Slipstream has a 20-hectolitre brewhouse with 100 hectolitres of fermentation capacity. It 

will operate as a wholesale brewery with a cellar door, with packaging to be provided by a 

mobile canning company. 

 

Deale said there will soon be three breweries in the area, with Helios Brewing also in 

planning for Yeerongpilly and Ballistic Beer Co opening in Salisbury last year. 

 

“If people want to come out and visit a few breweries, it’s going to be a go-to area, we 

hope,” he said. 

 

He acknowledged that competition will be fierce in Brisbane, with many new breweries 

vying for tap points. 

 

“The cellar door is going to be an important part of our business. It’s going to be a 

competitive market, but if we have the right point of difference and drive quality service to 

the market then we’ve got a fairly valid proposition I believe,” said Deale. 

 

Slipstream Brewing Company is located at 94 Wilkie St, Yeerongpilly. 

 

Source: Australian Brews News, 4 May 2017 

 

 

DOOR  PRIZE 

 

The Door Prize for the August 2017 meeting will be the Stout label from 

Bunbury Brewery Co Ltd. The winner will be drawn from the names of 

members who signed the attendance list. 

 



CLASS  ACTION  BREWING  ON  TAP  CONTRACTS 

 

A Melbourne law firm is rallying small brewers to pursue a group claim against CUB and 

Lion, alleging their tap contracts with venues are in breach of competition law. 

 

The case is being prepared by David Burstyner of Adley Burstyner, a group claim law firm 

established in May 2016 as an affiliate of Harwood Andrews, Victoria’s largest and oldest 

regional legal practice. 

 

“We’ll be seeking two things; one is compensation for revenue losses, and secondly, a court 

order stopping the abuse of market power,” Burstyner told Brews News. 

 

He said “more than dozens” of small brewers have expressed interest in pursuing the claim, 

following preliminary enquiries over the last few weeks. 

 

“The two brewers who control nearly 90 per cent [of the market] are creating tap contracts 

and others don’t have a level playing field,” he said. 

 

Burstyner said the proceedings would allege misuse of market power under sections 46 and 

47 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010. 

 

They will only tackle tap contracts “by dominant market forces”, meaning similar practices 

by smaller brewers, albeit on a smaller scale, will be outside the brief. 

 

“We don’t have a view good or bad upon that. Tap contracts by smaller brewers is a 

different issue, because at least there’s a more level playing field,” he said. 

 

ACCC investigation drags on  

The possibility of private litigation has emerged three years and four months after the 

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission began its own investigation into tap 

contracts. 

 

Burstyner said the group claim may be pursued regardless of the watchdog’s investigation, 

which was supposed to have been nearing conclusion in December last year. 

 

“The ACCC does a lot of good work and they may hand down something that is supportive 

and that would be useful, but there may be gaps in getting the complete outcome that 

industry wants,” he said. 

 

Adley Burstyner recently created a Facebook page to garner interest from brewers in the 

claim. At the time of writing, it has only been liked by ten individuals. 

 

“One of the things we do is gauge the appetite. We don’t want to bring this case unless 

there’s a significant critical mass,” Burstyner said. 

 

“The Facebook page is a way of gauging whether there is a critical mass out there. It’s 

starting to very much look like it, but if brewers want this [to proceed] they’ll have to jump  



on the Facebook page or contact me, for two reasons: One, we won’t do it if there isn’t a 

critical mass. Two, if they don’t step up they won’t get the benefit of it.” 

 

No cost to brewers  

Burstyner previously worked at Europe’s oldest litigation funder as head of collective 

redress (as class actions are called in Europe), where he worked on successful claims with an 

aggregate value exceeding €500 million. These included competition litigation cases 

pursuing price fixing by air cargo carriers, as well as elevator and escalator cartels. 

 

He said it will be a long time before his investigations arrive at a total compensation figure 

targeted by participating brewers. 

 

“These cases involve a lot of economic analysis. When we know that we have the right level 

of interest or a critical mass, we’ll work with top economists to explain why it’s an abuse of 

power, and also to put a dollar figure on it,” he said. 

 

He has well developed relationships with litigation funders around the world, ensuring that 

participating brewers would not bear the cost of proceedings. 

 

Hawkers to lead claim 

One of the key breweries involved in the claim is Melbourne’s Hawkers Beer, whose 

founder Mazen Hajjar is an outspoken critic of tap contracts. 

 

“We will probably be going ahead with it. Hawkers will take the lead but we will at some 

point look to add other brewers on board… there’s quite a few brewers who are interested in 

this,” he said. 

 

“Ever since I got to Australia this has been a topic that is close to my heart. I think this is the 

single most damaging thing to the industry today. 

 

“This is what’s holding back craft, this is what’s causing this ridiculous price competition 

between the craft brewers, because of the limited access to the market. 

 

“There’s a very important concept in Australian culture, which is a fair go for everybody. 

This is not a fair go for everybody,” Hajjar said. 

 

The Craft Beer Industry Association’s involvement will be limited to simply notifying its 

members of the proceedings, executive director Chris McNamara told Brews News. 

 

A Lion spokesman declined to comment. CUB could not be contacted prior to publication. 

 

Source: Australian Brews News, 1 June 2017 
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HIGH  FLYERS  BACK  $9  MILLION  BREWERY 

 

High-profile sport and business personalities are behind a 50-hectolitre brewing start-up in 

Victoria. 

 

Brick Lane Brewing Co has been founded by director Andrew Scrimgeour, managing 

director of Melbourne-based pumps and engineering company Renroc, who has a marketing 

background including stints at Carlton & United Breweries, Adidas and The Coca-Cola 

Company. 

 

Co-founder Paul Bowker, a lawyer, is also on the board. He was most recently director of 

corporate development and company secretary at ASX-listed resources company 

LogiCamms, positions he resigned on February 17 this year. 

 

According to his Linkedin, Bowker is also a past director and founder of Two Social, “an 

integrated marketing and brand development agency whose clients included national 

beverage company Lion”. 

 

The third board member is Bart Campbell, the NZ-born co-owner and chairman of NRL club 

Melbourne Storm who is also founder and executive chairman of London-listed sports 

marketing and athlete management business, TLA Worldwide. 

 

Three companies linked respectively to Campbell, Scrimgeour and Bowker are the biggest 

shareholders in Brick Lane, which is valued at close to $9 million, according to ASIC 

documents. 

 

Also on the share register with smaller holdings are former All Black Dan Carter, celebrity 

chef Shane Delia, sports agents Warren Alcock and Dean Hegan of Essentially Group 

(which was previously headed up by Bart Campbell as CEO) and Kiwi banker Ross 

McEwan, who is currently CEO of Royal Bank of Scotland. A smaller shareholder still is 

Jon Seltin, formerly head brewer at Hawkers Beer and Bright Brewery, who has recently 

joined Brick Lane. 

 

Its brewery comprises a 50-hectolitre Braukon brewhouse as well as a taproom and 

hospitality venue, according to the job advertisement for the master brewer role filled by 

Seltin. 

 

“We will initially offer 3-4 beers and the master brewer will have scope to develop a number 

of creative seasonal beers, supported by kegging and automated canning and bottling lines 

on site,” it said. “Prior to the official opening of the brewery, we have a small pilot brewing 

plant that the head brewer will use to develop recipes and promote the company brand in the 

region.” 

 

Dandenong has been cited as the home of the brewery, although the exact location could not 

be confirmed. 

 

Source: Australian Brews News, 12 April 2017 



OLD  PUBS  TAP  INTO  NEWEST  IDEA  -  TANK  BEER 

 

The craft beer movement is changing the face of pubs in Brisbane. As drinkers become more 

discerning and craft beer establishments continue to pop up across the city, older pubs are 

also moving with the times and introducing tank beer to their patrons. 

 

The legendary Breakfast Creek Hotel is the latest hotel to hook into the Carlton Draught 

concept. 

 

Tank beer is a way of serving beer that preserves its freshness so well that it is almost 

claimed to be as good as if you’re drinking it in the brewery itself. 

 

Four copper cylinders now live in the Staghorn Beer Garden at the hotel, their polished 

exteriors reflecting the pub’s interior. 

 

The hotel general manager Sam Gullo said in a press release the tank beer had been a hit at 

the pub. 

 

“One of the reasons tank beer tastes so fresh is that it’s unpasteurised and unfiltered and is 

maturing right up to the moment it hits your glass,” he said. 

 

The Plough Inn, in South Bank, claims on its website to have been the first pub in 

Queensland to install the Carlton Draught tanks for customers. It’s copper cylinder has pride 

of place abovet he front bar. The Regatta in Toowong also offers its patrons the special 

brew. 

 

“So far, we’ve found that it sells itself,” Mr Gullo said. 

 

“Surprisingly some of our most steadfast regulars in the Public have even taken to have a 

tipple or two.” 

 

For those who like their beer a little more hipster, head to Teneriffe or Fortitude Valley-only 

a short bus trip from the central business district. 

 

The Green  Beacon, tucked away on Helen St, Teneriffe, offers a number of “core” beers, or 

types always on tap, plus seasonal brews that come and go. Fancy pub grub is also on offer 

to complement the beers on tap.  

 

In Fortitude Valley, the options are endless. Just google “craft beer” and find the closest 

watering hole. 

 

And for those who want a river cruise with their pub crawl, hop on a CityCat and stop at the 

Regatta (Regatta Hotel), Milton (The Scratch Bar), Riverside (Bavarian Bier Café) and 

Teneriffe (The Green Beacon). 

 

Source: Fraser Coastal Chronicle, 1 April 2017 



RAFFLES 

 

As at June 2017, the following members have credits as listed: 

 

Wayne Richardson  Oct 2017 (3) 

Cor Groothius  Dec 2016 (4) 

Murray Wells  Apr  2017 (2) 

Richard Rathbone  Aug  2017 (4) 

Jim Stewart   Aug 2017  (3) 

 

Note: Numbers in brackets are the number of tickets per raffle. 

          Tickets are $2.00 each. Maximum of 5 tickets per raffle. 

 

Would mail entrants please specify how many tickets they would like in each raffle? 

Members who do not specify a number will be allotted two (2) tickets per raffle, funds 

permitting. 

 

In the August 2017 raffle there will be five prizes. The 1st prize is a Crown Lager 2002 Alan 

Border Medal label from CUB, 2nd prize is a Pilsener Export Lager label from Tooheys, 3rd 

prize is a Swan Lager label from Swan Brewery, 4th prize is a Melbourne Bitter Ale label 

from CUB and the 5th prize is a Carlton Ale Extra Special label from CUB. 

 

     
 

The prizes will also include a variety of other labels.  

 

Tickets are available from Phill Langley, 17 Jarvis Crescent, North Dandenong, VIC 3175 

and also at the August meeting. 

 

 

CRICKETERS  ARMS  LAUNCHES  MID-STRENGTH  SESSION  ALE 

 

Cricketers Arms is looking to make the most of the growing mid-strength beer segment by 

adding the 3.5 per cent Session Ale to its line-up. 

 

Session Ale is brewed with three types of hops: Super Pride, Cascade and Amarillo, and is a 

refreshing ale that “will keep you anchored at the crease all afternoon, from last drinks to 

tea.” The brewer said that the new beer is aimed at consumers seeking a mid-strength craft 

beer that doesn’t compromise on taste.  



Hamish McArthur, Cricketers Arms Brewer, said: “Session Ale proves that your beer 

doesn’t need to be high strength to taste good, with the 3.5 per cent ABV tasty as ever. 

 

“With an IBU of 26, this refreshing ale is hoppy but not especially bitter, balanced with full 

malt character from three malts and three hops, including our Cricketers Arms signature 

Amarillo hops.” 

 

Sarah Wilson, Brand Manager for Beer at Asahi Premium Beverages, said that the brand 

saw an opportunity in the market for full flavoured, mid-strength beer. 

 

“Mainstream mid-strength beer and craft beer have both outperformed the market, growing 

at +21.5 per cent and +9.3 per cent respectively and there is no sign of this slowing down. 

The craft beer can market has also more than doubled in size, with +110.7 per cent value 

growth,” Wilson explained. 

 

“Session Ale will help continue the growth of both the craft beer and mid-strength 

categories, by providing a consumer preferred full flavoured beer. For retailers, it introduces 

a greater range of craft mid-strength offers, which will increase penetration of the segment 

and at the same time trade shoppers up into a higher dollar per litre brand.”  

 

Now available in pubs and bottleshops in six-packs of 375ml cans, the Session Ale joins an 

award-winning stable of Cricketers Arms brews: Keeper’s Lager, Spearhead Pale Ale and 

Scorcher Summer Ale. 

 

Source: The Shout, 5 April 2017 

 

 

WILL  THE  HUNGARIAN  GOVERNMENT  ATTEMPT  TO  BAN  

HEINEKEN  LOGO  AS  A “SYMBOL  OF  TYRANNY”? 

 

Yesterday, a proposed bill was introduced into the Hungarian parliament that would amend a 

current law in order to ban the commercial use of “symbols of tyranny”; these would include 

the swastika, arrow cross (the Hungarian Fascists’ symbol), Hammer and Sickle, and the 

Red Star. 

 

This last symbol is the most interesting, in the sense that, perhaps not coincidentally, there is 

in fact a company which has been in conflict with the Hungarian government, and whose 

logo just happens to have a red star in it: Heineken. 

 

Following the lengthy legal battle over copyright issues between ‘Igazi Csiki Sör,’ a small 

brewery run by members of the Szekler Hungarian minority in the Transylvania region of 

Romania, and the Netherlands-based beer multinational, several Hungarian government 

officials, including PMO head János Lázár, called for a boycott of Heineken products. 

 

The dispute between the two brewers stems from the ‘Igazi Csiki Sör’ name. ‘Igazi Csíki 

Sör’ (‘The real beer of Csík’), has a similar name to a Romanian beer owned by Heineken,  



“Ciuc beer” (“Csík” means “Ciuc” in Romanian language and refers to a small region of 

Transylvania with massive ethnic Hungarian majority). 

 

In January, a Romanian regional court ruled in favor of Heineken against the local 

Hungarian beer in their age-long legal dispute over the brand copyrights. 

 

The Romanian ruling directly contradicts an EU court, which ruled in favor of the Hungarian 

product and against Heineken on 9th of December 2016. 

 

The producer of ‘Igazi Csíki sör” employs about 140 people in Transylvania. The company 

said the Romanian court’s ruling was an attack against a local company, which is proud of 

its Hungarian identity, language and symbols. 

 

Since the ruling, the company changed its labels, and now sells “Tiltott Igazi Sör” (Banned 

Real Bear), in a direct dig at the Romanian court ruling. 

 

According to the proposed amendment, the commercial use of such “tyrannical” symbols 

would become a crime punishable by up to two years in prison. The law would go into effect 

30 days after passing, but the commercial use of such logos would only become a crime 

starting on January 1st, 2018. 

 

Despite the proposed law and government officials’ calls for a boycott of Heineken, 

however, the Dutch multinational’s 

logo does have at least one defender: 

the virtually non-existent Hungarian 

Workers’ Party, a successor to the 

Communist party, that ruled the 

country under a one-party dictatorship 

for over 40 years. 

 

In a statement, the ‘party’ (which has 

never had any seats in the parliament 

since the end of Communism, and 

which has consistently received less than 1% of the vote since 2002), boldly pronounced its 

condemnation and defiance of the proposed law and of the ruling Fidesz party. The 

Workers’ Party wrote that the true target of the law was not Heineken; no, this “beer war” is 

merely being used by “political powers” as an excuse “to move against those critical of the 

regime.” One assumes that Workers’ Party members include themselves in this targeted 

category. 

 

Source: Hungary Today, 14 March 2017 

 

Editor’s Note: Heineken related article “Russian Communist Party wants to copyright the 

Red Star used by Heineken among others” was published in May 2016 issue of VBLCS 

News. 

 



WHITE  RABBIT  BOUNCES  AWAY  WITH  GOLD 

 

In a competition that attracts more than 1,700 entries from over 320 breweries in 36 

countries, White Rabbit White Ale, brewed in Geelong, has been named Champion 

Australian Beer and Best Wheat Beer (receiving a Gold medal) at the Australian 

International Beer Awards. 

 

Conducted by the Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria Limited (RASV), the Australian 

International Beer Awards (AIBA) is the oldest and most respected beer competition in 

Australia and the largest annual beer competition in the world judging both draught and 

packaged beer. 

 

All beers are blind taste tested from a diverse panel of experts. 

 

With love and demand for White Rabbit beers increasing, the Brewery was relocated from 

its previous home in Healesville to the Little Creatures Village in Geelong 16 months ago. 

 

The brewery now features a barrel hall that enables the brewing team at White Rabbit to take 

a modern twist on the traditional way of making beer in barrels. 

 

Head Brewer at White Rabbit Jeremy Halse said they were really proud to have achieved 

this result for White Rabbit. 

 

“To be named the best beer in Australia is just fantastic and only proves that we’re doing 

good things at our brewery in Geelong.” 

 

“The team of brewers at White Rabbit work exceptionally hard to not only introduce new 

beers through the year but to carefully and consistently brew our favourites that are loved by 

beer drinkers right around the country.” 

 

Taking its cues from the Belgian brewers of old, White Rabbit White Ale is a delicate mix of 

experience and imagination. 

 

A classic, cloudy white ale, the beer also delivers fresh hints of coriander, juniper berry and 

bitter orange. 

 

Other White Rabbit beers to take home medals at this year’s AIBA include White Rabbit 

Pale Ale (Bronze) and White Rabbit Dark Ale (Bronze). 

 

Halse said the results are recognition of the amazing team of brewers behind all the medal 

winning beers. 

 

Additional beers from the Little Creatures family that claimed medals include Little 

Creatures Dog Days Summer Beer (Gold), Little Creatures Pilsner (Bronze) and Furphy 

Refreshing Ale (Bronze). 

 

Source: Bellarine Times, 1 July 2017 



LABELS  ISSUED  WITH  THIS  NEWSLETTER 

 

Owing to frequent shortages of microbrewery labels and different quantities of matching 

back and neck labels, the labels issues may not be the fully published list 

 

CUB   Beez Neez      

Melbourne Bitter 750 & 375ml 

Sheaf Stout 375ml – limited. 

Carlton Mid 375ml 

Foster’s Classic 330ml   

Foster’s Lager 375ml      

Carlton Dry 700 & 375ml    

Foster’s Light Ice   375m 

Carlton Draught 375ml 

Abbots Stout 375ml                    

Moondog  Mack Daddy Dark Ale   330 ml 

Mountain Goat 2017 Barley Wine 

Killer Hops                       

Red Duck  Hammerhead IPA  500ml 

Coastal Gose             “ 

Hop Shark IPA          “ 

Zennie Ale                 “ 

Cousin ITI                  “ 

Lion   Hahn Premium Light 

Fury and Sons Scotch Ale 

Hop Dog  Pale Ale Nowra on Trent  

Various small issues      

Thunder Road 45th VBLCS Anniversary 

Cascade  Cascade Draught  750ml 

Pale Ale [2 varieties] 375ml 

Lager [2varieties] 375ml 

Premium Light 375ml 

    Bright Ale 375ml -  limited 

Blonde 375ml 

 

Also included is a range of obsolete Australian and Spanish labels. 

 

VBLCS sends it’s thanks to David Dobney, Alan Richards, Cor Groothuis, John Harman 

and Al Graham plus CUB, Cascade, Red Duck, Lion, Bridge Road, Hop Dog, Mountain 

Goat, Moondog, Fury and Sons and CELCE our Spanish friends for contributing labels to 

this issue. 

 

The Committee sends a big thank you to Alan Richards, John Cowie and Karl and Sharna 

Bennett for painstakingly individually cutting the labels for mailing. 

 



 

BLACK  HOPS  SIGNS  DISTRIBUTION  DEAL 

WITH  BUCKET  BOYS 

 

Independent Gold Coast brewers Black Hops are forging their way into NSW and the ACT, 

signing a new distribution alliance with Sydney’s Bucket Boys Craft Beer Co. Co-founder 

Michael ‘Govs’ McGovern revealed to Beer & Brewer that they would also be looking to 

move into the Victorian market by the end of the year. To celebrate the expansion the 

brewers will be heading to Sydney in May for a series of events, with the highlight being a 

tap takeover at Bitter Phew on Saturday 13 May. 

 

Black Hops Brewing is three mates: Eddie Oldfield, Dan Norris, and Michael ‘Govs’ 

McGovern, who not only make craft beer but also share everything they learn along the way 

through podcasts. Govs told Beer & Brewer: “We’re actually coming down in a bit of force 

for the weekend and we have a few events lined up, obviously with Bitter Phew on the 

Saturday night as the main event, but the big thing for us recently has been our brand new 

Pale Ale into cans – so that’s something we’re really excited to bring down to Sydney.” 

 

The Black Hops Pale Ale cans will be launched at the Bucket Boys bottle shop in 

Marrickville on Friday 12 May. Bucket Boys will have exclusive rights to distribute Black 

Hops beer to venues and bottle shops in both the ACT and throughout NSW, with the 

exception of Tweed Heads to Byron Bay, an area which Black Hops will continue to look 

after themselves. 

 

“With Bucket Boys we’re obviously moving into NSW and the ACT which opens up a 

massive area for us, particularly in Sydney, and even Canberra now is really moving forward 

when it comes to craft beer. 

 

“We obviously need to be able to fill the demand that we are creating, so the next three to 

six months will just be on Sydney and the ACT, while also continuing our supply in 

southeast Queensland, but ultimately we would like to be moving into Victoria by the end of 

the year as well,” he said. 

 

To meet the increased demand, Black Hops is also in the midst of expanding its Burleigh 

Heads brewery. “We’re in the middle of expansion at our facility on the Gold Coast. We’re 

expanding our production into the next factory along to give us additional capacity which 

will also help us to be able to brew enough beer to meet the demand as we increase our 

area,” Govs told Beer & Brewer. 

 

Bucket Boys was started by Johnathan Hepner and Clint Elvin as a craft beer brewery and 

bottle shop, but they have since turned their hand to beer distribution. 

 

“Our philosophies are very much aligned and our brands complement each other well. It was 

also critical for us to have people we trusted representing our product in a competitive 

market such as Sydney,” said Govs. 

 

Source: The Shout, 1 May 2017 



TURNING  CRAFT  BEER  INTO  WHISKEY 

 

Believe it or not, the Germans have been distilling beer into the hard stuff for generations, 

typically in the form of slightly sweet products with names like bierschnaps or bierbrand—

takes on schnapps or brandy, respectively, made from beer. Not long ago, G. Schneider & 

Sohn, producers of the classic and renowned German beer Aventinus, added a distilled 

version to their portfolio called Edelster Aventinus. Meanwhile, Japan’s famed Kiuchi 

Brewery has been distilling beer for over a decade, even making a boozed up model of their 

well-known Hitachino Nest White Ale named Hitachino Kiuchi No Shizuku. 

 

Even in the United States, brands like California’s Essential Spirits, who bill their 

Classick—a bierschnaps distilled from their own California Pale Ale—as "The Original 

American Bierschnaps," have been distilling beer since 1999. But over 

the past few years, as the number of craft breweries opening in the 

U.S. has reached a record pace, and the total number of breweries in 

the country hit a literal historic high in 2015 (breaking the previous 

high of 4,131 set in 1873, according to the Brewers Association), 

interest in distilled beer has begun to gain more momentum. 

 

The godfather of American craft beer distilling is Marko Karakasevic, 

Master Distiller at California’s Charbay Artisan Distillery & Winery. 

After experimenting with turning pilsner into whiskey in 1999, six 

years later he took one of the most highly-regarded IPAs on the 

market at the time, Bear Republic’s Racer 5 IPA, and processed it into 

what might have been the first—and is certainly the most famous—

whiskey distilled from an American IPA, the Charbay Whiskey R5. At 

the time, his thought process was simple: "When you distill 

something, it’s ten to one reduction, so if you start out with something 

delicious, you’re going to concentrate delicious," Karakasevic quips. 

"You get the complexities of a delicious beer that you want to drink." 

 

In a basic sense, all whiskey begins life as beer. Whiskey distillers 

start by fermenting grains (just like beer brewers do) to release sugars 

that yeast will eventually convert into alcohol. But, the primary 

difference with whiskey is that this fermented product is never 

intended to be drank. So, producers never refine the mixture with 

additional ingredients, like hops. What sets all beer spirits apart is that, 

before distillation, the beer has been finished in a way that makes it 

drinkable—identical to the kind of brew you’d find in a six-pack on 

store shelves. 

 

And there’s a reason most beer rarely becomes a spirit. Working with a finished beer 

product is what makes beer spirits so unique, but it’s also what makes them more costly, 

both to produce and, ultimately, to buy. "You get a 6,000 gallon tanker of delicious gold 

medal-winning IPA. That’s a huge expense," Karakasevic explains. "And then you have to 

sit on it for like two, three, four, six, 10, 12 years and watch it evaporate away. You’re 

losing three to four gallons a year, and after 10 years, there’s 40 gallons gone out of one  



barrel. So your yield goes down and your cost goes up, and it’s harder to sell a $75 bottle of 

whiskey because everyone likes to spend $35." 

 

Despite the cost factor, Charbay still has three products on the market today: a pilsner 

whiskey ($425), a Big Bear Stout whiskey ($136), and their R5 ($79). That final whiskey 

has become iconic because it has so much overlap with the American craft beer movement: 

It’s made from a big name American IPA, has a hop-forward profile, and, as a whiskey, is a 

spirit in which most beer drinkers dabble. 

 

Hence, the future of 

distilled beer would 

seem to be in line 

with Karakasevic's 

original inspiration 

for making an IPA 

whiskey: 

concentrating the 

complexities of 

beer’s delicious 

flavours. And 

Kyrejko is on the 

same page. "My 

process is not like 

the other processes," 

he explains in 

earnest. "I loved all 

the delicate 

components of beer 

that would be destroyed in a traditional distilling atmosphere." To better capture all those 

essential beer aromas and flavours into whiskey, Kyrejko built his own vacuum distillation 

setup that allows him to work at lower temperatures than traditional pot distilling. "The key 

is heat," he says. "I’m boiling my components at like 30° Celsius [86° Fahrenheit], and by 

doing that I’m able to minimize or eliminate the degradation of all these flavours, especially 

things like fermentation flavours like you find in saisons. All those floral, barnyard-y, really 

delicate flavours that are only made by the yeast." 

 

Indeed, products like Arcane’s Lone Wolf beer whiskeys would seem to be at the forefront 

of distilled beer’s growth potential, not because they appeal to spirit drinkers, but because 

they taste so much like beer. "I love beer. I love the flavour of beer. I love the variety in 

beer. I love the creativity in beer," confesses Kyrejko. "I want my whiskey to taste like you 

just opened six beers and smashed them into one and drank that ... I want my whiskey to 

taste like beer." The logic makes sense. Though the craft distilling movement has had its 

own boom as of late, when it comes specifically to beer-distilled spirits, craft beer drinkers 

seem to be the ones driving the growing interest. Oddly enough, the future of beer spirits 

might just be spirits that taste more like beer than ever before. 

 

Source: http://www.eater.com/drinks 



TWO  UNUSUAL  BEERS 

 

Beer Made From Recycled Music Festival Urine 

 

Craft beer has grown from virtually nothing ten years ago into probably one of the biggest 

industries in the world right now and it might just have peaked with this new beer from 

Norwegian microbrewery Nørrebro Bryghus entitled Pisner. 

 

In case you hadn’t guessed it from the witty name or the headline of 

the article, the beer is actually brewed using piss. More precisely 

because it’s literally made using 50,000 litres of piss collected from 

Norwegian music festivals. 

 

Don’t worry though – the beer isn’t actually filtered using the piss, 

it’s instead used to help fertilize the fields of barley that they grow in 

order to make the Pisner. The circle of life you might call it. 

 

Henrik Vang, Chief Executive of the brewery, said the following: 

“When the news that we had started brewing the Pisner came out, a 

lot of people thought we were filtering the urine to put it directly in 

the beer and we had a good laugh about that.” 

 

Sounds like a right bucket of laughs working for those guys. In 

seriousness though, the urine collected from one music festival was 

enough to brew 60,000 bottles of Pisner though, so it’s definitely a 

sustainable and eco-friendly solution to brewing beers and disposing 

of piss. 

 

Whether anyone will want to drink it knowing where it’s been though 

is another thing entirely. Not really sure why they’re not keeping that fact from people as 

surely it would be more successful if people weren’t confused over the fact they might be 

drinking their own piss though? Just a thought. 

 

Beer Injected With Stag Semen 

 

Craft beers and ciders are pretty awesome because there are a lot of flavours out there and 

with every Tom, Dick and Harry brewing their own beers these days there’s a multitude of 

tasty pints out there for you to discover. 

 

However, The Green Man pub in New Zealand might have taken it too far, because for some 

reason they think it’s a good idea to inject stag semen into their latest craft beer. Yeah, stag 

semen. 

 

Why? That isn’t really clear. I was hoping that it had some magical properties like making 

you more virile or stopping you from ageing, but nobody has mentioned anything like that at 

all in anything I’ve read about it. Apparently it just tastes good?!? The beer apparently has a  



creamy texture – from the lactose, not the semen – and ‘chocolate like’ characteristics, 

whatever that means. 

 

If you were worried about your stag semen coming from an underdeveloped source then 

don’t be – it’s all derived from a ‘grade A donor stag’ named Lagoon (get it?) and it’s 

apparently ‘export’ quality and he has a ‘considerable reservoir’ of the stuff Phew, I was 

really worried that they might run out of the stuff before I headed over there to sample a 

pint. Thank God there’s no chance of them running out. 

 

Bizarrely, this isn’t the first time that The Green Man has experimented with stag semen. In 

2012 it offered shot sized test-tubes of stag semen. Apparently it was popular with the ladies. 

 

Source: The Beer-Pedia Daily 

 

 

A  FOUR-MILE  BEER  PIPELINE 

 

As long as the heavy metal music is blasting from the stage and the beer is flowing freely 

from the bar, the 75,000 attendees of the annual Wacken Open Air Festival in Germany will 

be happy.  

 

To streamline the suds distribution at this year’s event, the organizers of the three-day fest 

are burying a four-mile-long beer pipeline two-and-a-half feet below the fairgrounds. 

 

Once work is complete on the beer pipeline, the concession operators will have enough 

pressure to pour six beers in six seconds. And because the organizer won’t have to cart kegs 

in and out of the event, this new pipeline will also ease traffic and help protect the grass on 

the field. Attendees at the metal fest typically consume around five litres of beer per person. 

 

On the official Wacken homepage, the organizer explains: “The installation of the pipes and 

the enlarged drainage is a lasting investment in the infrastructure of Wacken. We pave the 

way for many more years of Heavy Metal at Wacken Open Air!” 

 

The Wacken Fest will kick off on August 5 with a line-up that includes Marilyn Manson, 

Megadeth, and Alice Cooper. 

 

Source: www.eater.com, 26 May 2017 

 

Editor’s note:  

Wacken pipeline will be more than twice the length (6 km) of the tube installed last year 

under the streets of Bruges to take beer from the Halve Maan brewery to its bottling plant 

(see VBLCS NEWS, November 2016). 

 

VBLCS – 45 Years Strong 



WORLD’S  LARGEST  BREWERS  EXPANDING  THEIR 

NON-ALCOHOLIC  BEER  OFFERINGS 
 

After years of trying and failing to jump-start sales of alcohol-free beer, the world’s largest 

brewers are expanding their non-alcoholic offerings with renewed zeal, the Wall Street 

Journal reported on November 22. 

 

Each of the new global Big Three in brewing— Anheuser-Busch InBev NV, Heineken NV 

and Carlsberg A/S—is investing in new technology, marketing and distribution for non-

alcoholic beers like Budweiser Prohibition Brew, 0.0% MAXX and Nordic. They are betting 

stricter alcohol regulations and a shift toward healthier consumption will lift sales. 

 

None of the companies breaks out its investments on alcohol-free beer. But Carlsberg 

recently outlined plans to, at minimum, double craft and non-alcoholic beer volumes from 

6% to 12% by 2022. And AB InBev has said at least a fifth of its beer volume world-wide 

will be no or low alcohol by the end of 2025, up from 6% currently. 

 

“Non-alcoholic beer is growing three times faster than the overall beer market and offers 

some excellent margin opportunities,” Carlsberg Chief Executive Cees ’t Hart said earlier 

this year. 

 

Brewers earn fatter profit margins from non-alcoholic beer given the absence of excise tax 

and the fact that such beers often sell at a premium to regular beer. Carlsberg figures show 

an average gross profit per 100 litres of non-alcoholic beer in Western Europe that is close to 

double that of regular beer. 

 

But despite brewers’ efforts, the volume of non-alcoholic brews as a proportion of global 

beer has stayed roughly flat at around 0.7% for the past decade, according to beverage-

industry research firm Canadean. 

 

Non-alcoholic beer, which is 0.5% alcohol or less, has a fan following in Muslim-majority 

markets such as Iran and Indonesia. It has also gained ground in Spain, where it is 

commonly drunk with tapas, and Germany, where it is often consumed after sports activities, 

according to market researcher Euromonitor. But in many large beer markets, including 

North America and the U.K., non-alcoholic beer has failed to gain traction. 

 

Part of the problem is that many everyday drinkers aren’t convinced non-alcoholic beer 

makes sense. 

 

“It’s kind of like non-beneficial exercise—why would people use this if the main benefit 

doesn’t exist?” said Matt Voda, a New York-based virtual-reality developer who in 2013 did 

market research on non-alcoholic beer for Heineken as part of an internship with the brewer. 

 

Mr. Voda’s research during his three months at Heineken showed non-alcoholic beer was 

primarily drunk by older people whose doctors had advised them to cut back on alcohol. 

 

Brewers are working to change this. 



At an analyst event Carlsberg hosted last month in Stockholm, Carlsberg Chief Commercial 

Officer Jessica Spence said the company wanted to shift alcohol-free beer from being 

associated with words such as “compromise,” “bad taste,” responsible” and “social stigma,” 

to being associated with “core beer,” “heritage,” “craft” and “innovation.” 

 

Carlsberg’s advertising shows people drinking its alcohol-free offerings while hiking, 

swimming and playing football. The brewer’s non-alcoholic Nordic brand sponsored a run to 

raise money for cancer in Denmark last month and said it has similar fitness-focused 

activities planned for next year. 

 

Heineken has taken a similar tack, spending on ad campaigns linking alcohol-free beers to 

an active lifestyle, a shift from its previous strategy that mainly touted the functional benefits 

of non-alcoholic beer for drivers, pregnant women and the like. It now has 63 variants of 

non-alcoholic beer, up from 15 in 2011. 

 

Alcohol-free beer—which is made either by halting the conversion of sugars to alcohol early 

or removing the alcohol after brewing is complete—has yet to shrug off a longstanding 

reputation for being watery and flavourless. 

 

“The problem for non-alcoholic beer is, if you take the alcohol out, you’re taking some of 

the flavours out, and if you stop fermentation you end up with a very sweet product,” 

according to David Ryder, former head brewmaster for MillerCoors. 

 

Now, brewers say technological advancements are helping them overcome this. AB InBev 

Brewmaster Charles Nouwen said the company has come up with specific brewing recipes 

that help yeast produce intense beer flavours. It then distils the liquid at a low temperature to 

remove the alcohol without losing the beer character and flavour. 

 

“Our ambition is to close the gap with regular beer, so we can have both propositions 

without anyone noticing the difference,” Mr. Nouwen said. 

 

Carlsberg—which claims to have the world’s largest collection of yeasts, at more than 2,500 

varieties—has begun using new yeasts and bacteria to remove alcohol, as well as new 

technology to make cereal- and fruit-based non-alcoholic beer. It has gone beyond making 

lagers, launching several alcohol-free wheat beers. 

 

“Until recently there was only a couple of non-alcoholic beers and they weren’t very tasty—

it was almost like water or just not the right taste—but with Nordic they’ve come very 

close,” said 30-year-old Anna Stegger Gemzoe, who drank Carlsberg’s Nordic brand of non-

alcoholic beer during her pregnancy last year. In Denmark, where Ms. Gemzoe lives, 

Carlsberg Nordic has a 43% share of the non-alcoholic beer market. 

 

But Carlsberg still has work to do on many of its other alcohol-free brands, according to 

Liberum analyst Alicia Forry, who sampled several of the non-alcoholic beers on offer in 

Stockholm last month. “They’re better than ones I’ve had in the past,” she says, “but still not 

something I would pay for.” 

 

Source: e-malt, 22 November 2016 



FRENCH  BREWPUB  FOR  SYDNEY 

 

Two French expats with a background in hospitality and brewing are set to open a brewpub 

in Sydney’s inner south. 

 

Frenchies Bistro and Brewery has been founded by brewer Vincent De Soyres, formerly of 

The Little Brewing Company and Flat Rock Brew Cafe. His business partner is chef Thomas 

Cauqil, formerly of restaurants including the Michelin Star Le Violon d’Ingres in Paris. 

 

Located close to Archie Rose Distillery in Rosebery, the 85-capacity venue will offer 

quality, affordable French cuisine in a very traditional Parisian bistro environment, 

accompanied by De Soyres’ beers. “I like to make a lot of French-style beers: Biere de 

garde, saison, wheat beers. I like also to use French hops and German hops, varieties that 

you don’t find very often in Australia,” he told Brews News. 

 

Frenchies is two levels, with a 20-hectolitre brewhouse and five fermenters downstairs, 

together with a kitchen and bar. The bistro is on the upper level of the venue, which also 

features a delicatessen counter so customers can buy Cauqil’s charcuterie to take away. 

 

“We plan on brewing about 4000 litres per week. We hope to sell maybe 1000 litres on-site 

and the rest in kegs and bottles,” De Soyres says. 

 

Located at 61-71 Mentmore Avenue, Rosebery, Frenchies Bistro and Brewery is expected to 

open by mid-July. 

 

Source: Australian Brews News, 17 May 2017 

 

CARLSBERG  DISCOVERS  HISTORICAL  BEER  IN  CELLAR 

 

As you are no doubt aware, beer has been around for a very long time. But, it is truly a 

remarkable discovery when an historical beer is found intact. Last year, at the Carlesberg 

Brewery in Copenhagen, Denmark, just such a discovery tool place. 

 

In the depths of Carlesberg’s old cellars, scientists found one of the very first Carlsberg 

beers brewed with the original pure yeast from 1883. From that 133-year-old bottle, the 

company’s researchers were able to extract living yeast cells from the bottle. 

 

To celebrate the 140th anniversary of the Carlsberg Research Laboratory, leading scientists 

and brewers at the Laboratory used the ancient yeast to rebrew the world’s first quality lager 

in the most authentic manner, using the original pure yeast and the exact same recipe, 

ingredients and brewing techniques as in 1883. 

 

For the first time in more than a hundred years, beer-lovers will get to taste a beer, that not 

only is the forefather to most lager beers today, but that also displays some of the unique 

capabilities at the Carlsberg Research Laboratories. 



Chairman of the Carlsberg Foundation and the Board of Trustees of the Carlsberg Research 

Laboratory, Professor Flemming Besenbacher says: “The Laboratory is renowned for some 

of the most extraordinary inventions of the past century, ranging from Professor Dr. Emil 

Chr. Hansen’s method of purifying yeast to the invention of the pH scale, the concept of 

protein structures and the characterization of enzymes. Carlsberg Research Laboratory 

remains a crown jewel in Carlsberg’s jewellery box and this beer, the first quality lager, was 

rebrewed in honour of the Lab’s historical research developments and its present day 

capabilities.” 

 

Steve Hindy, Chairman and Co-founder of Brooklyn Brewery, and former Chairman of 

American Brewers Association, comments: “Being able to go into the archive at Carlsberg 

and recreate that original beer is very exciting, and I can’t wait to taste it.” 

 

Source: https://sprbrewcrew.wordpress.com/ 

 

NEW  SESSION  IPA  FROM  SQUIRE 

 

James Squire Cabin Fever is the second limited edition beer to be released at scale from the 

Malt Shovel Brewery in 2017. 

 

Outgoing Malt Shovel head brewer Chris Sheehan said the team envisioned James Squire 

Cabin Fever as a thirst-slaking IPA for everyday 

enjoyment. 

 

“We’ve been hearing for a while that hop-lovers 

are asking for a more modern IPA from James 

Squire. That’s why we’ve introduced James Squire 

Cabin Fever – an American style session IPA,” he 

said. 

 

“The beer’s initial malt sweetness gives way to a 

vibrant tropical hop hit and a clean finish that will 

leave you craving for more.” 

 

The beer’s hop bill features Citra, Centennial, and 

the Fortnight hop blend from Bintani, combining 

for a “luscious citrus-tropical aroma”, according to 

Malt Shovel. 

 

“The national release of the special edition James Squire Cabin Fever follows the January 

release of Hop Father and is part of a long line of exciting developments for the James 

Squire brand in 2017,” the brewer said. 

 

James Squire Cabin Fever will be available on tap in James Squire Brewhouses and in pack 

at First Choice, Liquorland and Vintage Cellars nationally from mid-June. 

 

Source: Australian Brews News, 30 May 2017 



THE  ART  OF  BEER 
 

Edinburgh Beer Factory (EBF) has released a limited edition series of Paolozzi lager bottles 

featuring a range of prints on labels and beer mats, by the Scots-Italian ‘father of Pop Art’, 

Eduardo Paolozzi. 

 

Inspired by Paolozzi’s principle of revealing the “sublime in the everyday”, EBF named its 

first beer, a 5.2% Munich style lager, after local hero, artist and sculptor Eduardo. 

 

Available from £15 from their brewery shop and website, the sets include the full range of 

Paolozzi print labelled bottles plus matching beer mats, EBF glassware and poster of 

Eduardo Paolozzi’s I Was a Rich Man’s Plaything, arguably the first work of Pop Art. 
 

Labels and beer mats feature the original Paolozzi lager print Illumination and the Eye 

(1967), plus BASH (1971), Four German Songs (1975), I Was a Rich Man’s Plaything 

(1947) and Secrets of Internal Combustion Engine (1967). 

 

The brewery works closely with the Paolozzi Foundation to help promote the artwork and 

ideas of Eduardo Paolozzi, and for every bottle and pint of Paolozzi sold, makes a donation 

to the charity. 

 

Paolozzi lager was 

named one of Time 

Out’s top five 

Edinburgh craft beers 

just ten days after 

launching, and in the 

12 months since then 

it’s picked up awards 

from SIBA (gold), the 

World Beer Awards 

(UK winner), Scottish 

Beer Awards (silver) 

and the Beer Awards 

for its flavour. 

 

Gift sets will be 

available from the 

brewery shop at Unit 

15, Bankhead Industrial 

Estate, from mid- 

November, and are available now to order from edinburghbeerfactory.co.uk/shop, where any 

order of £30 and above will be delivered free to UK addresses. 

 

Source:  Beer Today, 2 November 2016 



CITIES  WITH  THE  MOST  EXPENSIVE  BEERS  IN  THE  WORLD 

 

The Deutsche Bank recently released a special report where they mapped out the prices on 

widely products and services around the world. And they smartly included beer in their 

market research, so now you can plan on where NOT to vacation this summer. 

 

Using data that they sourced from Expatistan, a site that tracks cost-of-living expenses in the 

“expat” neighbourhoods (read tourist areas) in over 200 countries, they ranked the 20 most 

expensive cities in the world drinking beer around the world. And thankfully they translated 

those prices into US dollars. 

 

Turns out Oslo, Norway, which has a growing 

and vibrant craft beer scene, is also home to the 

most expensive city for beer in the world, and 

at $13.40 a pint needs to be avoided at all 

costs… 

 

Singapore at $12.20 and Hong Kong at $10.40 

aren’t much better and unfortunately their beer 

scenes are well behind Oslo’s, so why bother? 

 

And happily they included beer in their market 

research, so now you can plan for the cities you 

NEED to visit this summer, especially those of 

you prone to “power drinking.” 

 

So check out their rankings and plan your vacations accordingly… 

  

The World’s Most Expensive Cities To 

Drink Beer: 

 

  1. Oslo, Norway; $13.40 

  2. Singapore; $12.20 

  3. Hong Kong; $10.40 

  4. New York, US; $10.00 

  5. Boston, US; $9.80 

  6. Paris, France; $9.50 

  7. Stockholm, Sweden; $9.40 

  8. Melbourne, Australia; $9.10 

  9. Zurich, Switzerland; $9.10 

10. Dublin, Ireland; $8.80 

11. Copenhagen, Denmark; $8.80 

12. Auckland, NZ; $8.80 

13. London, England; $8.70 

14. Helsinki, Finland; $8.50 

15. San Francisco, US; $8.40 

16. Shanghai, China; $8.00 

17. Edinburgh, Scotland; $7.90 

18. Wellington, NZ; $7.90 

19. Milan, Italy; $7.90 

20. Sydney, Australia; $7.30 

 

The World’s best cities for inexpensive 

beer: 

 

1. Prague, Czech Repuiblic: $1.80 

2. Johannesburg, South Africa; $2.30 

3. Lisbon, Portugal; $2.70 

4. Cape Town, South Africa; $2.80 

5. Manila, Philippines; $3.10

 

Source: American Craft Beer 



JAPAN’S  ALCOHOL  TAX  LAW  CHANGES 

 

Japan’s craft beer makers and major brewers are racing to develop new uniquely flavoured 

malt beverages to take advantage of pending changes in the nation’s tax law governing 

alcohol production, The Japan Times reported on June 9. 

 

The use of fruits, spices and other ingredients such as dried bonito will be allowed in beer 

production starting in April 2018, following a change under the liquor tax law defining of 

what constitutes an alcoholic beverage. 

 

Currently, beer ingredients are limited mainly to malt, hops, corn and rice. Beverages that 

include other materials are currently available, but they have to be labelled happoshu (quasi-

beer). Under the new definition, products using newly permitted ingredients can be 

categorized as beer unless the proportion of the ingredient to the amount of malt exceeds 5 

percent. 

 

Both regional craft beer makers, many of which are experienced at making unique products, 

and major brewers are moving to take advantage of the expanded definition, at a time when 

the domestic beer market has been slumping. 

 

After the deregulation, “Suiyoubi No Neko,” a beverage made by Yo-Ho Brewing Co. in 

Karuizawa, Nagano Prefecture, using orange peel and coriander seeds will likely be 

reclassified as beer from happoshu. 

 

“Labelling has effects on sales and brand images,” Yo-Ho Brewing President Naoyuki Ide 

said, welcoming the upcoming change. 

 

Prices of products undergoing such reclassification are expected to remain almost 

unchanged, as many of these beverages use a lot of malt and will thus continue to be treated 

as beer in terms of taxation, industry sources said. 

 

Kirin Brewery Co. also believes that diversity in beer ingredients will be a boon for the 

industry. The company currently sells Daydream, a happoshu product using yuzu citrus fruit 

and sansho pepper. 

 

“We want to make beverages with interesting tastes from such ingredients as konbu kelp and 

dried shiitake mushroom that are used to make dashi broth,” said Tomohiro Tayama, master 

brewer at Kirin Brewery. 

 

The planned change in the definition of beer is aimed at encouraging new products using 

local specialties as a tool for revitalizing regional economies. 

 

“We want brewers to try to make beer offering a wide variety of tastes,” a Finance Ministry 

official said. 

 

Source: e-Malt, 8-11 June 2017 

 



 

VBLCS  BEER  LABEL  CATALOGUES 
Cairns, Rockhampton and Toowoomba                            28 pages $6.00 

Mildura (Northern Breweries)                              16 pages $3.50 

Northern Territory                              27 pages $6.00 

Kalgoorlie                                26 pages $6.00 

Old Ballarat                     19 pages $4.50 

Sovereign                        9 pages $2.00 

Anchor, Sail & Anchor, Matilda Bay                            18 pages $4.50 

South Australian & Associated Breweries                                154 pages $15.00 

Coopers Brewery                                      130 pages $15.00 

Sanctuary Cove Brewery                      23 pages $6.00                             

Courage Breweries                              $6.00 

Geelong Brewery                           $6.00 

Richmond Brewing Co                          $6.00           

Castlemaine Perkins                 $6.00 

CUB Queensland                           $6.00 

Tasmanian Breweries                 $7.50 

Swan Brewery Co                         $13.00 

Micro Breweries (1st Edition)                         $6.50 

Micro Breweries (2nd Edition)                         $8.50 

Micro Breweries (3rd Edition)                         $8.50 

 

All members please note: When sending cheques or money orders to the Secretary as 

payment for catalogues ordered, please make them payable only to “The V.B.L.C.S.”  Please 

do not make them payable to the Secretary, either by title or by name.  Copies of the Club 

Catalogues are obtainable from Angus MacEwan, 11 Harleston Road, Mt. Eliza, Victoria 

3930.  Ph: 03 9787 0225. ALL CATALOGUE PRICES ARE POST PAID 

 

 

MEETING  DATES  FOR  2017 
 

VBLCS meetings are held at the German Club Tivoli, 291 Dandenong Road, Windsor, 

Melway Ref. 58 G8.  

 

Meeting dates for 2017 are:  

February 12 

April 9 

June 11 

August 13 

October 8 (TBA) 

December 10 

 

NOTE: As a general rule the meetings are held on the second Sunday of even numbered 

months. Starting time is 1.00 pm although many members come earlier for socialising.  

 



 
 

 
 

GEORGE CROMPTON MAJOR BREWERY LABEL OF THE YEAR 2016 
 
 
 

 

 
 

ALEX FREER MICRO BREWERY LABEL OF THE YEAR 2016 
 


